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QUESTION 1

You have just created a replication slave from a backup of the master made with mysqldump: 

You try to log in to the slave with the application user, but fail as follows: 

The login works on the master. 

Which two changes to the process can fix the issue? 

A. After the restore, log in to the database and execute FLUSH PRIVILEGES. 

B. Use the –-flush-privileges with mysqldump. 

C. Add a second dump for the ‘mysql’ database; --all-databases does not include it. 

D. Use the –-grants option to include GRANT statements in the dump. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Is it true that binary backups always take less space than text backups? 

A. Yes, because binary backups only contain data, and not statements required to insert data into the tables. 

B. No, because text backups can have optimizations, which make them smaller, such as updating many rows at once. 

C. No, because if InnoDB tables contain many empty pages, they could take more space than the INSERT statements. 

D. Yes, because even if InnoDB tables contain many empty pages, text backups have empty INSERT statements for
them. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement best describes the purpose of the InnoDB buffer pool? 

A. It is amount of buffers available during a transaction. 
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B. It caches only the indexes for InnoDB tables. 

C. It caches data and indexes for InnoDB tables. 

D. It holds changes made during a transaction before they are written to the log. 

E. It is a pool of memory for SQL query sort operations from within the InnoDB engine. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.7/en/innodb-buffer-pool-optimization.html 

 

QUESTION 4

You have a consistent InnoDB backup created with mysqldump, the largest table is 50 GB in size. 

You start to restore your backup with this command; shell> mysql –u root –p 

After 30 minutes, you notice that the rate of restore seems to have slowed down. No other processes or external factors
are affecting server performance. 

Which is the most likely explanation for this slowdown? 

A. The MySQL server has stopped inserting data to check index consistency. 

B. InnoDB is doing CRC32 checks over the tablespace data as it grows. 

C. The MySQL server is taking a periodical snapshot of data so it can resume the restore if it is interrupted mid-way. 

D. InnoDB has filled the redo log and now must flush the pages. 

E. Secondary indexes no longer fit into the buffer pool. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two options describe how MySQL Server allocates memory? (Choose two.) 

A. Each connection may have its own per-thread memory allocations. 

B. Thread memory is pre-allocated up to thread_cache_size for performance. 

C. Each thread allocates memory from a global pool. 

D. Global memory resources are allocated at server startup. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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